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- **Nexenta by DDN to Present Breakout Session: Deep Dive into Scalable & Seamless Data Management for Kubernetes with Rook EdgeFS, at KubeCon Shanghai 2019** [3] [Ed: Was this talk too purchased? from Zemlin PAC (the Linux Foundation)? It is their business model [4].]

- **Hyperledger Welcomes Microsoft, Salesforce and the Ethereum Foundation into the Open Source Collaborative Blockchain Effort** [5] [Ed: Now that Brian Behlendorf receives like a million bucks from the Linux Foundation he "welcomes" Microsoft]

  In an announcement release, Brian Behlendorf, Hyperledger?s Executive Director gave a warm welcome to the latest members who are eight in total.

- **Software Giants Microsoft And Salesforce Flock To Hyperledger Blockchain Consortium** [6]

  It is an important announcement as it demonstrates the growing snowball effect from enterprises and their interest in blockchain. Hyperledger is an open source collaborative project created to advance cross-industry blockchain technologies. It is boosting not only its members but improving the technology too.
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